MINIMUM WAGE NANNY
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Moderately  \( j = 120 \)

N.C.

LISA:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{If you want to be our sit-ter, please be sweet and} \\
&D \quad A7/C^\# \quad D \quad A7/C^\# \quad D \quad D/F^\# \\
&\text{never bitter. Help us with math and book reports. Might I add:} \\
&G \quad D \quad G \quad D/F^\# \quad Em7 \quad A7 \quad D \quad E7 \\
&\text{eat my shorts! Just cuttin' through the treacle!} \\
&Bb7(5) \quad A7 \quad N.C. \quad D \quad A7/C^\# \quad D \quad A7/C^\# \\
&\text{If Mag-gie's fuss-y, don't a-void her.}
\end{align*}
\]
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